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        Patients

        Helping you reach a healthy life, full of possibility.

        Patients
    

    
        	
                Critical Care
                When every moment counts, our therapies help healthcare specialists provide life-sustaining treatment to you or your loved one.

            
	
                Hospital Care
                From the pharmacy to the bedside, we support you and your healthcare providers with IV medications and infusion technologies designed with safety in mind.

            
	
                Nutritional Care
                When medical conditions prevent you from adequately feeding yourself, we provide life-saving clinical nutrition options to help you regain or maintain your health.

            
	
                Renal Care
                Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is an ongoing journey. While every journey is unique, Baxter is with you every step of the way, providing options to meet your lifestyle needs.

            
	
                Surgical Care
                We partner with surgical teams around the world so they can operate with confidence, precision and speed for a successful outcome to your surgery.

            


    




    
        Healthcare Professionals

        Committed to helping you meet the evolving challenges and opportunities in patient care.

        Healthcare Professionals
    

    
        	
                Critical Care
                Providing innovative therapies and technologies to help you treat patients with life-threatening illnesses in the ICU.

            
	
                Hospital Care
                From the pharmacy to the bedside, we help you maximize safety, streamline processes and build cost efficiency throughout the hospital.

            
	
                Nutritional Care
                Acute and chronic nutritional care for your patients who are unable to get adequate nutrients orally or enterally.

            
	
                Renal Care
                Pioneering innovation in hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis to help you achieve better outcomes for your patients.

            
	
                Surgical Care
                Delivering innovative surgical products that help you operate with confidence, precision and speed.

            
	
                Our Products
                Our portfolio of acute, nutritional, renal, hospital and surgical care products helps advance healthcare around the world.

            


    




    
        Perspectives

        For more than 85-years, we have worked at the intersection of saving and sustaining lives.

        Perspectives
    

    
        	
                CEO Insights
                Joe Almeida shares his outlook on a range of topics.

            
	
                Patients' Stories
                Patients’ journeys inspire our work and drive our commitment.

            
	
                Healthcare Insights
                We’re engaging with industry thought leaders to explore how science and innovation advance healthcare.

            
	
                Community Engagement
                Enriching the communities where we live and work.

            


    




    
        Our Story

        Our more than 85-year heritage gives us distinct perspective on the needs of patients and caregivers. We lead today by putting those insights to work to deliver new, better healthcare solutions and access to care in the communities where we live and work.

        Our Story
    

    
        	
                Our Leadership
                Our forward-looking leadership team is a driving force in ensuring we meet the needs of all our stakeholders – every day and everywhere.

            
	
                Our Governance
                We are proud of our strong commitment to maintaining the highest standards of corporate governance.

            
	
                Fueling Collaborative Innovation
                Nurturing a culture of innovation is critical to delivering on our mission to save and sustain lives. We partner with the healthcare community to continually find more efficient, smarter ways to help solve the world's most pressing healthcare challenges.

            
	
                Corporate Responsibility
                We are committed to doing business the right way, ensuring that we champion our employees, our communities, our customers and patients, and our environment in everything we do.

            
	
                Inclusion & Diversity
                We are committed to attracting, motivating and retaining an inclusive and diverse workforce.

            
	
                Our History
                For more than 85 years, we’ve been focused on saving and sustaining lives and elevating patient care.

            


    




    
        Investors

        Our objective is to accelerate growth by expanding Baxter’s impact across the healthcare spectrum supported by the evolution of our new product pipeline.

        Investors
    

    
        	
                Investor Overview
                Information regarding Baxter’s recent announcements, upcoming & past events, and other useful resources for investors.

            
	
                Annual Reports & Proxy
                Baxter's Annual Chairman Letter, Proxy Statement and Form 10-K filings sorted by year.

            
	
                Financial Schedules
                Financial schedules and Non-GAAP reconciliations by quarter.

            
	
                SEC Filings
                All Forms filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission sorted by year.

            
	
                Events & News
                Upcoming, featured, and past events and presentations. Also read the latest news on Baxter innovations and initiatives, and follow us on our corporate social media channels.

            
	
                Stock Information
                Baxter’s current and historical stock price, past dividends and other stock information.

            
	
                ESG & Corporate Responsibility
                 

            
	
                Resources & FAQs
                Relevant resources for investors, contact information for Baxter’s Transfer Agent & Investor Relations Department, and a list of Frequently Asked Questions.
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            Baxter touches millions of lives every day. Our products and services are essential building blocks of healthcare.


    At Baxter, our mission is to save and sustain lives. Our products and therapies can be found throughout hospitals and clinics – from the ER to the OR, from the pharmacy to the ICU – as well as advancing patients’ care in their homes. For 90 years, we have been at the critical intersection of saving and sustaining lives. We are focused on transformative innovation to deliver smarter, more personalized care for patients and providers as we strive to achieve our goal of top-quartile performance.
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                    Years Saving & Sustaining Lives
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                    Global Sales in 2023
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                    Countries Where Baxter Products are Sold
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        Events & Presentations
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                All Events & Presentations
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            Hillrom: Now a Part of Baxter


Baxter and Hillrom are uniting to meet the challenges of a rapidly-evolving healthcare landscape. Together, we will work to enable care efficiencies, improve care outcomes and broaden access to care in the hospital, home and alternate care settings.

With our shared patient-centric cultures, Baxter and Hillrom are the ideal partners to accelerate medical innovation around the world with a goal of creating value for all of our stakeholders, including Baxter shareholders. 
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        Learn More
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    Keep up with Baxter

    Sign up to receive e-mail alerts whenever Baxter International, Inc. posts new information to the site.
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